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ABSTRACT 

The architectural implications of sustainability 

(=balancing human population demands with a healthy natural 

environment) are investigated in two parts. First, a 

concept of sustainable architecture is developed from 

interdisciplinary sources. secondly, the implications of 

this concept are explored via the design of a new park 

headquarters for Great Basin National Park in Nevada. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Architects don't know much about the 
world--that's one of the problems. 1 

--Peter Eisenman 

Sustainability is the fashionable 
buzzword for environmentalists in the 
1980s •••• Unfortunately, ••• sustain
ability as a concept and a workable 
social objective has been subject to 
limited analysis.2 

--David Pearce 

We live in times of excitement and potential, pluralism 

and toleration. Eric Mendelsohn's belief that " ••• a new 

cultural epoch is dawning, based directly on the great 

conceptions of antiquity, leaving behind the musings and 

perversities of an effeminacy degenerate in mind and 

sentiment ••• n3 is as true today as when he wrote it in 1910. 

Never before has the atmosphere been so clear for human 

endeavors; never before have these endeavors been so 

fruitful . 

Yet we live in disturbing times, times of nihilism and 

hedonism, aloofness and triviality. Our society and 

architecture seem to be drifting towards a dangerous course, 

one in which science and philosophy combine into an 

anthrocentric view of reality. The New Age "what-can-I-get

from-God, what-can-I-get-from-Society11 attitude is beginning 

to find an architectural expression. 
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An alternative to this philosophy is the concept of 

sustainability. Its goal is to balance the demands of human 

population with the desire to maintain a healthy natural 

environment. This implies an alternative approach to 

architecture, one which reconnects the designer to the 

ecosphere. In this light, three basic relationships in 

architecture can be developed. 

Man to Earth 

Architecture uses materials and energy from the 

environment to provide Man with physical comfort and 

shelter. Implicit is a responsibility to use the resources 

wisely, efficiently, to avoid a cycle where resource abuse 

degrades the environment requiring more physical protection 

leading to further resource use and environmental 

degradation ...• 

Architects have a responsibility for 

stewardship of resources. 

Man to Man 

Architecture is a tangible, accessible expression to 

society--the images, textures, sounds, smells and spaces of 

architecture communicate to those who encounter it. It was 

observed that architecture "is the means by which 
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generations communicate with one another."4 It informs and 

expresses the culture which creates it. 

Architects have a responsibility for 

cultural/societal connections. 

Man to Universe 

Architecture melds art and science to express the 

relation between Man and Nature. At its best it combines 

Apollonian and Dionysian thought, reason and experience, 

reality and imagination, art and science into an 

acknowledgement of the past, reflection of the present and 

evocation of the future. It connects Man to the Universe. 

Architects have a responsibility for 

interpreting and expressing Man's 

understanding of the universe and his role in 

it. 

3 



PART ONE 

DEVELOPING A SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE 



CHAPTER TWO 

THE BASIS OF SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE 

There are four basic concerns to which a sustainable 

architecture must respond. 

An Ignorance of Resource Consumption 

The Concern 

Ecological Functionalism is a hippy 
discipline.s 

--Wolfgang Meisenheimer 

[Energy and environmental concerns are 
a] 1970's approach to architecture.6 

--student 

Society, in general, and architecture, in particular, 

have not acknowledged Man's role in nature. our global view 

is of the world as our oyster--a legacy, gift, or providence 

for Man to use as he wishes. In Small is Beautiful, E.F. 

Schumacher writes: 

Modern man does not experience himself 
as a part of nature but as an outside 
force destined to dominate and conquer 
it. He even talks of a battle with 
nature, forgetting that if he won the 
battle, he would find himself on the 
losing side.7 

Schumacher sees a society which " . • • lives on 

irreplaceable capital which it cheerfully treats as 

income • • • • "s To him, the abuse of fossil fuels, of human 
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substance and of the tolerance margins of nature are 

symptoms of a society which has physically, intellectually 

and spiritually distanced itself from nature. Thus, 

children begin to believe that milk comes from a carton 

rather than a cow, famine relief becomes a cause celebre' 

and nature becomes an economic commodity. 

The Response 

By and large, our present problem is one 
of attitudes and implements. We are 
remodelling the Alhambra with a steam
shovel and are proud of our yardage. We 
shall hardly relinquish the shovel, 
which, after all has many good points, 
but we are in need of gentler and more 
objective criteria for its successful 
use. 9 

--Aldo . Leopold 

We need to accept the realization that Man has become 

Nature as described by Lewis Thomas in an exploration of 

three human attitudes toward nature. First was a human view 

of the Earth as " ••• a combination of garden, zoo, bank vault 

and energy source .•. nlO to use at our discretion . Next came 

the mid-20th century concept that we are not masters of the 

Earth, but a symbiotic part of it. Finally, Thomas writes, 

[We] are, in fact, the Masters, like it 
or not •.•. We have become, in a 
painful, unwished-for way, Nature 
itself. We have grown into everywhere, 
spreading like a new growth over the 
entire surface, touching and affecting 
every other kind of life, incorporating 
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ourselves. The Earth risks being 
eutrophied by us.11 

The incorporation of humans and nature is reflected in 

George Bugliarello's suggestion that humans, society and 

machines have developed into a new entity, the BIOSOMA 

(Biological Organisms + Society + Mgchines)12. He sees the 

biosoma responding to technology via three "leitmotifs"--

material, energy and information. Bugliarello's 

biosomajtechnology matrix reveals an encouraging progression 

in the biosoma from intensive material demands to energy 

demands to information processing (Figure 1). The result is 

a biosomal progression which is beneficial to the 

environment.13 

Along similar lines, the technical historian James 

Burke echoed the hope of Bugliarello's biosomal progression 

in a keynote speech to the American Institute of Architects 

1990 national convention. "'If we can use our technology,' 

he said,'to build a sustainable future with common, shared 

knowledge, maybe we'll make it to the 22nd century.'n14 

For instance, our technological developments in remote 

sensing, communications and computers allow the evaluation 

of world resources on a spectrum of scale from the global to 

the local. The challenge now is to process this wealth of 

data into information and, furthermore, to respond to 

information with action . 

7 
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Figure 1: The Biosomal Matrix.15 
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An Ignorance of the Disproportion of Consumption 

The Concern 

It is clear that the 'rich' are in the 
process of stripping the world of its 
once-for-all endowment of relatively 
cheap and simple fuels .. 16 

--E.F. Schumacher 

A demographically divided world is 
likely to become· more deeply divided 
along economic lines as well.17 

--Worldwatch Institute 

It seems, for the most part, that our society has 

overlooked the increasingly disproportionate consumption of 

resources by developed and less developed nations. A 

majority of the world's food, energy and water supplies is 

being consumed by the small portion its population living in 

developed nations; thus, a majority of the people live on a 

minor share of the Earth's resources18. This disparity is 

aggravated by a notion that progress in less developed 

nations implies the development of an urban/industrial 

lifestyle for their people. 

There is no escape from the city. In 
spite of the pastoric idylls, agrarian 
dreams, rural utopias, and neolithic 
yearnings, the future of modern man--at 
least for the next half century--is 
inseparable from the city. No amount of 
sociological demonstration of the 
virtues of the small community or of 
frantic idealism pitted against the 
complexities of the industrial state can 
change our direction.19 

The disparity between rich and poor coupled with the 

desire for improvement in less developed nations leads to a 
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world in which competition, tension and conflict dominate 

rather than cooperation, temperance and toleration.20 

Furthermore, as part of a self-feeding cycle, the poor 

become agents of resource destruction . 

••. [Poverty] drives ecological 
deterioration when desperate people 
overexploit their resource base, 
sacrificing the future to salvage the 
present. 21 

The Response 

For some of the major adjustments facing 
humanity, a relatively small number of 
countries hold the key to success.22 

--Worldwatch Institute 

Three actions could resolve the problem of resource 

allocation. First is an acknowledgement of the 

disproportionate demands on resources . Second is an 

extension of this knowledge--the realization that action in 

a developed nation places disproportionate demands on 

resources. For instance, a child born in a developed nation 

demands three-times the resources as a child born in a less 

developed nation. Finally, we must develop alternatives to 

the status quo. We need to seek ways which reconcile 

increased demands with the limitations of the earth's 

resources. The search for new resources, the development of 

resource reserves and the refinement of efficient resource 

use should become coincident concerns. In the end, we will 
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have to choose how we will reconcile our goals and 

aspirations with the materials at hand . 

There are suggestions that the architectural profession 

is responding to the disparity of resource consumption. One 

example of this response is the Aga Khan Awards for 

Architecture, in which projects are acknowledged and 

rewarded not only for architectural quality, but also for 

sympathetic treatment of social concerns. For instance,the 

Al-Mouhit Cultural Association was recognized for its work 

to revitalize a Moroccan village. The Association marshals 

the community's creativity via an annual cultural festival. 

The result is an increase in visitation, a resurgence of 

community identity and pride and an increased awareness and 

pride in traditional arts, including architecture. A second 

example is the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh which provides 

small, low interest loans to the poor for basic shelter and 

small business capital.23 

Confusion of Standard of Living with 
Quality of Life 

The Concern 

The economist David Pearce cautions us against 

confusing the standard of living (amount) with the quality 

of life (value). Following this train of thought, he has 

identified two "dimensions" of sustainability: Sustainable 
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Economic Development (SED) and Sustainable Use of Resources 

and Environment (SURE). 

The Response 

Pearce develops some features of sustainability in 

economic terms. They are: 

1) Living off "income" from capital 
equipment, natural assets and 
knowledge, 

2) Preserving capital stock and natural 
assets, 

3) Increasing environmental assets 
similar to the capitalistic 
accumulation of manufactured 
capital, and 

4) Reconciling SED (standard of living] 
goals with SURE [quality of life] 
goals.24 

Distinguishing Between a Deterministic 
Future and a Future of Possibilities 

The Concern 

Once scientists were predicting a new 
Ice Age, now they're concerned with 
global warming. Which is it?25 

--student 

We have crossed many thresholds in a 
short period of time. No one knows how 
the affected natural systems will 
respond. Any system pushed out of 
equilibrium behaves in unpredictable 
ways. Small external pressures may be 
sufficient to cause drastic changes. 26 

--Worldwatch Institute 
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Thus, while the basic fact that human 
beings are causing environmental changes 
is merely a continuation of the age-old 
process, in the last few decades the 
nature, extent, and significance of 
those changes has increased out of 
proportion.27 

--L.M. Talbot 

Garrett Hardin, an environmental author, has described 

three classes of truth through which Man views the world: 

Class One = Things which are always 
true. These universal truths provide a 
future based upon certainty. 

Class Two = Things which are true by 
their being said. These deterministic 
truths provide a future based upon 
dogma. This is the thought associated 
with Pollyanna, a view of the world as 
black and white. 

Class Three = Things which are untrue by 
their being said . These indeterminate 
truths provide a future based upon 
possibilities. This is the thought 
associated with Cassandra, a view of the 
world as a blend of black and white.28 

As an explanation, we know via Class One that there is a 

blend of black and white which can be defined by optic 

measurement; we just cannot agree on how to spell it--grey 

or gray? Class Two thinkers develop dogmatic reasoning for 

one spelling or the other, they demand either/or. On the 

other hand, Class Three thinkers are comfortable with and 

intrigued by the diversity, they accept both/and. 
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The Response 

We must learn to think holistically, 
systematically, integratively ••.• We must 
downgrade . •. minute dissection and 
analysis, • • • extreme division of labor 
and specialization, ..• abdication of 
responsibility behind a facade of 
'that's not my job' .•• • Specialized 
analyses and cause-effect thinking 
.•. need to be incorporated into a 
larger, holistic and organic thought 
structure. 29 

--Lester Milbrath 

Architects are proud of their ability to think 

holistically, to use art and technology to compose space and 

mass into an entity whose whole is greater than the sum of 

its parts. This capability to think synthetically, coupled 

with the resource consumption inherent to the making of 

architecture, suggests that architects can and should play a 

leading role in developing responses to future 

possibilities. Or, as AIA president Sylvester Damianos 

commented in his opening remarks to the 1990 National AIA 

convention " •.• this profession has the opportunity--through 

its body of knowledge--'to make a positive difference and to 

show society .•• how to act as stewards of this planet 

Earth.' 1130 

The answer to the student's confusion about global 

warming is "Both." Architects must develop a sense for and 

comfort with preparing for an uncertain future, even when 

the future's possibilities include diametric oppositions. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE QUALITIES OF A SUSTAINABLE 

ARCHITECTURE 

Regenerative 

Architecture produced and distributed in regenerative 

ways (conceptually similar to the way regenerative 

agriculture rebuilds the soil). Although manipulating and 

modifying the surrounding environment is an inherent part of 

forming architecture, sustainable designs should establish 

and explore the symbiotic relationships between architecture 

and setting rather than the parasitic or mutually exclusive 

connections. 

Dependable 

Architecture is sensitive to the supply, quality, 

quantity and reliability of resources. "The more our lives 

are dependent on 'clever' technology, the more vulnerable we 

are to breakdown and injury."31 

~ 

Architecture reduces danger to not only the worker and 

consumer, but also the surrounding natural environment. 

Designs are evaluated in terms of preserving healthy human 

and natural environments. Natural forms and systems can 

suggest and inspire architectural options. "[The] .•• more 
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our cleverness departs from nature's well worked out 

patterns, the more likely it is to have unintended 

consequences.n32 

Appropriate 

Limits are defined by culture, geography, local economy 

and basic human needs. Appropriateness should be approached 

as an opportunity (rather than a limitation) for exploring 

and enhancing architecture. The concept of appropriate 

technology should not be construed as a disregard for or 

avoidance of technology. Vernacular or traditional concepts 

and elements can enlighten or catalyze the development of 

innovative designs. Moreover, vernacular materials or 

methods can be adapted to cont~mporary means. 

Equitable 

Architecture is designed and created with a sympathetic 

awareness of its demands and the impact of those demands on 

other people. 

Flexible 

Both architects and architecture should be open to 

change, growth, creativity and experimentation. "Planners 

and designers should avoid large projects that foreclose 

other options.n33 

16 



Efficient 
0 

Production and distribution should be as efficient as 

possible over the long term. Form strives for an efficient 

though not necessarily compact design, for the creation of 

dynamic, significant spaces. A building program should 

" •.• address buildings as integrated entities ••. and deal 

systematically with the full range of efficiency and 

renewable technologies."34 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

CREATING SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE 

The creation of sustainable architecture implies a 

holistic awareness of natural and human processes along the 

full spectrum of global to local scale. The objective of 

each sustainable design should be a best-fit with local 

conditions while respecting the global implications of the 

design. "Act locally and think globally" as the popular 

bumper sticker says . Robert Brown Butler, the architect who 

wrote The Ecological House, asserts that "[if] there is one 

simple rule for guiding ourselves toward economical and 

comfortable shelter, it is this: Always go the way that 

involves the least destruction of the wilderness.n35 

There are, of course, many authors who have 

considerably more rules than Mr. Butler for "sympathetic" or 

"ecological" design. All seem to respond in some way to the 

qualities of a sustainable architecture. However, six 

sources seem particularly appropriate for directing 

architectural design toward sustainability. 

United States National Park Service 

The first source is the United states National Park 

Service whose design guidelines for park facilities reflect 

a sensitivity toward the juxtaposition between the built 

18 



environment and the natural environment. An architectural 

treatment of this juxtaposition can range from a subtle 

melding to a dynamic or bold contrast between the built and 

natural environments (Figure 2). In evaluating designs for 

park facilities, they seek designs which: 

--are unique, reflecting a sense of 
place, 

--seem to grow from and not dominate the 
landscape, 

--reflect an adaption of regional 
materials, forms and techniques 
rather than a literal translation 
or copy of indigenous architecture, 

--maintain a consistency of design with 
the overall concept or essence of 
the park, 

--elicit an emotional response, 
especially in the interior, 

--integrate interior and exterior 
spaces, and finally 

--explore expression through texture, 
relief and color.36 

Thus, rather than mandating a style for its facilities 

throughout the country, the National Park Service encourages 

the development of a unique architectural expression for 

individual projects--an expression which reflects both the 

project's setting and its purpose . 

19 



Figure 2: 

(b) 

(a) (c) 

Examples of National Park Architecture 
(a) Gateway Arch, Eero Saarinen;37 
(b) Quarry Visitor Center~ Dinosaur National 

Park,Anshen & Allen;3~ 
(c) OVerlook, Nez Pierce Historical Park, 

Richard Kusek.39 
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Gideon s. Golany 

The work of Gideon s. Golany provides a second design 

direction for sustainable architecture. Although his 

primary focus is on the development of urban forms in arid 

regions (Figure 3), his suggestions can be extended to 

architectural design in a variety of conditions. He writes: 

Ultimately then, the urban form we 
choose will meet the challenge of ~he 
stressed climate of the arid zone by: 

1) Minimizing or eliminating the 
discomfort and stressful conditions 
at the microclimate level of the 
house and street while carefully 
planning the macrolevel of the 
entire urban configuration so that 
it is responsive, too. 

2) Maximizing the use of passive energy 
systems and minimizing the use of 
active energy to provide for the 
needs of all socio-economic groups 
and to conserve energy resources. 

3) Creating a pleasing urban 
environment which will stimulate 
and provide a good quality of life 
for the inhabitants . 

4) Integrating in the different scales 
and levels of the design the unique 
native environmental, ecological, 
and cultural elements by use of 
local building material, 
landscaping with native 
plants • •• and local design styles. 
The latter may provide a bonus to 
the planner: an historical 
heritage of design which meets the 
problems of climatic stress . 40 
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(~) . (b) 

Figure 3: . Des~gn Alternatives for an Arid Region41 
(.a) .Subterranean scheme- with protected 

·. ped$strian alley; 
(b) Compact urban scheme with pedestrian 

alley separated from vehicular traffic. 
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Hassan Fathy 

The work of Hassan Fathy provides a third touchstone 

for developing sustainable architecture. Walter Shearer has 

written that Fathy's conceptual design basis is that 

" ..• architectural form should be determined by spiritual, 

artistic, climatic and social considerations as well as 

function, material, and structure. 1142 The result is a 

process of design which is appropriate for local conditions 

(as opposed to an international or universal design), is 

sympathetic in its use of local materials and adapts 

traditional architectural techniques after scientifically 

analyzing their rational basis. (Appendix A contains a 

summary of some of Fathy's work with traditional Egyptian 

architectural elements.) 

Professional Organizations 

A fourth source is the response of professional 

architecture organizations to environmental concerns. The 

American Institute of Architects is developing ~ 

Environmental Resource Guide which: 

••. will summarize the most recent 
scientific research on the environmental 
impact of materials used in the 
construction industry •... The AIA 
maintains that 'architects and engineers 
can help create a sustainable society-
one that satisfies its needs without 
jeopardizing the prospects of future 
generations--by taking a closer look at 
the environmental impact of each 
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decision in the design and construction 
process. 43 

In Great Britain, a group of architects, developers and 

government officials " ••• has produced a set of green 

standards for new office buildings and a method for 

assessing and certifying them at design stage."44 Projects 

are assessed for eleven impacts at global, neighborhood and 

indoor scale. For example: 

Global Criteria 
1) Energy conservation, 
2) Reduction or elimination of 

chloroflurocarbons (CFCs), 
3) Reduction or elimination of 

Halon in fire control systems, 
4) Use of CFC-free insulation, 
5) Timber products harvested from 

sustainably managed forests. 

Neighborhood Criteria 
1) Avoid wet cooling towers, 
2) Either keep building height 

below 20 meters or analyze 
design's impact on local wind 
conditions. 

Indoor Criteria 
1) Provide natural ventilation, 
2) Avoid excess humidity, 
3) Reduce or eliminate ex~osure 

hazardous materials.4 

Ian McHarg 

to 

There is a strong kinship between sustainability and 

Ian McHarg's Design With Nature, a work based upon the 

precept that " ••• Man is that uniquely conscious creature who 

can perceive and express. He must become the steward of the 
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biosphere. To do this he must design with nature.n46 

McHarg sees the criteria for such design as: 

1) Negentropy-- increasing levels of 
order, 

2) Apperception-- the transition of 
energy to information to meaning to 
response, 

3) Symbiosis-- basing relationships on 
negentropy and apperception, 

4) . Fitness-- adaption of environment 
and organism together, and 

5) Health & Pathology-- used to 
determine the success of design.47 

Finally, land art or earth works (=artistic 

compositions in and of the landscape) can provide an 

artistic inspiration for the direction of sustainable 

architecture. In Earthworks and Beyond, John Beardsley 

explains that 

(most earth works] ••• are i nextricably 
bound to their sites, and take as a 
large part of their context a 
relationship with the specific 
characteristics of their particular 
surroundings .•.• These are not discrete 
objects intended for isolated appraisal, 
but fully engaged elements of their 
respective environments.48 

In their execution, these works investigate the 

characteristics of and relationships between Man and nature; 

they become " •.• i n a large measure about the landscape 
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itself--its scale, its vistas, its essentially horizontal 

character, its topography, and .its human and natural 

history.n49 Beardsley suggests that the power of works like 

Michael Heizer's Displaced-Replaced Mass and Double 

Negative, Nancy Holt's Sun Tunnels, and Maya Lyn's Vietnam 

Veteran's Memorial (Figure 4) lies in their capacity to 

inspire " ••. the restoration of our urban spaces and the 

reclamation of our post-industrial landscapes, and the 

renewal .•. of our appropriate sense of awe and respect for 

the extraordinary character of the land.n50 

Lester Milbrath offers a word of caution that I think 

is the essence of sustainable architecture. "We must 

learn," he writes," •.• that almost no action is isolated. 

our motto should be, 'we can never do merely one thing.' We 

should continually ask, 'and then what?'"51 
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(a) (b) 

~~;·~-:~·~;·· -
.~. -·;: .. . 

Figure 4: 

· ··~ 

(c) (d) 

Examples of Earthworks or Land Art 
(a) Displaced-Replaced Mass, Michael Heizer;52 
(b) Double Nega~ive, Michael Heizer;53 
(c) Sun Tunnels, Nancy Holt;54 
(d) Vie~nam veterans Memorial, Maya Lin.55 
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PART TWO 

APPLICATION OF CONCEPT TO A SPECIFIC DESIGN 



CHAPTER FIVE 

THE DESIGN CHALLENGE 

Thus far, the broad implications of sustainability on 

architecture and architectural design have been explored. 

It is now time to narrow the scope and focus on applying the 

concept of sustainable architecture to a specific 

architectural design--a park headquarters for Great Basin 

National Park. 

America's national parks have a two-fold mandate: 

first, to preserve significant natural, historic and 

cultural areas and, second, to provide a means for people to 

enjoy these areas. There is in this mandate a conceptual 

contradiction, a struggle between saving and using. For 

instance, at Great Basin National Park there is a conflict 

between, on the one hand, preserving a natural cavern system 

and, on the other hand, allowing visitors into the caverns. 

The dilemma is that by visiting the caverns, people may be 

destroying the natural beauty which drew them in the first 

place. Barrie Greenbie writes in Spaces: Dimensions of the 

Human Landscape: 

The difficult problem faced by the 
National Park Service •.. is to make the 
wilderness experience available to large 
numbers of people . There are so many 
people and so little wilderness that it 
is becoming almost an impossibility •••• 
[One] natural social factor which has 
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assisted in solving the problem is that 
people differ in their desire for 
solitude. Most people using natural and 
rural parks tend to follow .. . clustering 
impulses. 56 

Greenbie's observation of people's "clustering impulses" 

suggests an opportunity to use park architecture as one 

means of resolving the dilemma between preserving and 

visiting. A sensitive, well-executed design can provide the 

buffer between people and nature. 

Site Description 

Great Basin National Park lies in the heart of the 

Basin and Range Region in eastern Nevada near the border 

with Utah (Figure 5). This 76,800-acre preserve was created 

in 1986 by combining a number of properties (pri~arily 

Lehman Caves National Monument, the Wheeler Peak Scenic Area 

and elements of Humboldt National Forest). The park is 

distinguished by a diversity of geologic, historic, biotic, 

and scenic attractions (Figures 6-10). Variations in 

altitude provide a spectrum of biotic diversity extending 

from the valley's upper sonoran sagebrush communities to 

alpine tundra conditions at higher altitudes. Lehman Caves, 

a large limestone solution cavern, is a focal point for 

visitors. A scenic drive up Wheeler Peak takes the visitor 

to elevations of 10,000 feet where alpine lakes and ancient 

bristlecone pine forests can be observed. 
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Figure 5: Location map, Great Basin National Park.57 
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Figure 6: Looking from Range into Basin Beyond, 
Great Basin National Park.58,59 
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Figure 7: Stone and Ice in the Snake Range.60 
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Figure 8: Abandoned Mine, Great Basin National Park. 61 
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Figure 9: Bristlecone Pine, Great Basin National Park.62 
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Figure 10: Western Slope of Wheeler Peak, Great Basin 
National Park.63 
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The Basin and Range region can be described as a high 

desert; it is a series of mountain ranges separated by 

valleys whose floors are typica~ly over 6,000 feet in 

elevation. The dominating character of the landscape is the 

immensity of the surroundings. Distance and scale are so 

overwhelming that it becomes difficult to perceive the 

surroundings. For example, from a distance a mountain slope 

may appear to be covered with shrubs; however, a closer 

inspection would reveal that the shrubs are actually large, 

towering pine trees. Thus, there is an architectural 

opportunity to accomplish two things: first, to provide a 

perceptual base from which and with which an observer can 

gauge the immense surroundings and, secondly, to provide a 

respite from this immensity. 

Climate 

The high altitude is conducive to night time radiation 

which produces pleasant summer evenings; unfortunately, 

night time radiation also contributes to the severity of 

cool temperatures. Freezing temperatures occur over nine 

months of the year (the mean date of the first freeze is 6 

September while the mean date of the last freeze is 16 June, 

see Figures 11-15). The dry conditions are complimented by 

a large amount of sunshine.64 The ASHRAE suggest design 

temperatures of 89/56°F in the summer and an outdoor 

temperature range of 30oF.65 
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Design Implications 

--The harsh environment (broad dirurnal 
temperature shifts, bright glaring 
sun, dry winds, sparseness of both 
vegetation and water) suggest a 
need to screen or protect people 
from the environment. 

--Because the area is so isolated, a 
design which strives for self
sufficiency in terms of energy, 
materials and water would be 
desirable. 

--The natural distances and scale of the 
site are large; therefore, a design 
at a more human scale could help 
dramatize the immensity of the 
surrounding country and also 
provide a respite from that 
immensity. 

--The design must compensate for and 
offer relief from the sun's glaring 
light. There is also an 
opportunity to use this light and 
create shadows and shadow patterns 
which define texture and form. 

--Vistas about the site require a 
sensitive development of the 
relationship -and connection between 
interior and exterior space. 

--Local materials can be used to link 
the design to the site, to provide 
it with a handmade or intimate 
quality. On the other hand, the 
intrinsic qualities of both the 

.site and the design could be 
enhanced by a bold contrast which 
emphasizes their differences. 

--The lack of vegetation and dramatic 
terrain dramatize the earth/sky 
connection. 
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Activity Analysis 

There are two main groups of people that will be 

involved with the park headquarters--visitors and staff 

members71. Visitors include the recreational visitor 

(sightseers, tourists, outdoor recreationists) and non

recreational visitors {people doing business with or in the 

park, visiting scientists and scholars}. The staff includes 

permanent and temporary National Park Service personnel, 

· volunteer park employees and employees of the Great Basin 

Natural History Association. This suggests two general 

types of spaces--a public, readily accessible visitor's 

center and a less public administrative complex. 

Communication 

Observing 

There is a strong visual orientation in human nature. 

John A. Jakle, in Tbe Visual Elements of Landscape, writes 

"[for] people who are sighted, places are first known for 

their appearances. Expectations and, indeed, on going human 

activities flow from this seeing as inclinations to act are 

cued visually.n72 Jakle uses the sightseer's or tourist's 

point of view to evaluate the landscape's visual elements 

because "[in] no other activity is the visual orienting to 

landscape as important.n73 Many people who visit a park 

(who want to "see" a park} judge the quality of their visit 
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by the degree to which a park's visual image has stimulated 

them. They seek the grandiose or sublime experiences that 

nature can provide. 

Jay Appleton believes the desire for scenery could be 

rooted in our physiology. He suggests that contemporary 

humans retain their ancestors' instinctive hunting patterns, 

the need to see and not be seen. To Appleton, the visual 

landscape is evaluated by people in terms of " ..• [a] 

'prospect', the unimpeded opportunity to see, and 'refuge', 

the opportunity to hide. 1174 Without the opportunity for 

refuge, the visual landscape can become overwhelming: 

Cosmic landscapes are infinite 
extensions of monotonous plain embraced 
by encircli~g vaults of sky ••.• such 
landscapes .•• are simple, balanced, and 
harmonious to the extreme. They want 
for visual surprise and mystery. They 
are to easily known. Such landscapes do 
not seem to contain individual places 
but form merely a continuous neutral 
ground. Infinity is a word that 
characterizes such places.75 

Park Service employees have recognized this visual 

bias and, through visual materials like slide shows and 

exhibits, seek to use this bias to engage visitors with park 

information. Thus, visual character becomes a primary 

criteria in the design of park architecture. 
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Listening 

Hearing is another important sense which affects the 

quality of a park experience. One could generalize that a 

visitor's emotional response to a park is primarily visual, 

while their intellect is touched by listening. Aural 

communication is the basic activity used by park employees 

to explain the park. Whether in talks, seminars or 

.responses to individual questions, park employees try to 

communicate information verbally and to reinforce this 

information with visual examples. This reliance on hearing 

not only for individual park experiences but also for 

information requires a sensitivity to the acoustic design of 

the park headquarters. 

Beyond this, there is an opportunity to create an aural 

experience. Steen Eiler Rasmussen, in his final chapter of 

Experiencing Architecture, explores and describes the aural 

qualities of architecture--how sound can color the 

perception of space. Hearing, he maintains, contributes to 

the "total impression" of architecture.76 

Sensing 

Though visitors experience a park primarily through 

observing and listening, seeing and hearing, other 

sensations contribute to their experiential impressions. 

Though it is difficult to measure the impact of touch, 

tastejsmell, and heat, one can imagine how an architectural 
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treatment of these could enhance a visitor's experience. 

For instance, the contrast of a dim, architecturally rich 

space could heighten a visitor's perception and awareness of 

the park's dry, bright, barren character. Natural 

ventilation not only cools and refreshes a space but also 

brings the aromas of the exterior to the inside. Textured 

surfaces could provide a tactile and visual roughness which 

would help tie the architecture to the site. 

Questioning 

Park visits spark questions which range from a mundane 

"Where's the bathroom?" through "What kind of flowers are 

those?" to a philosophic "Why_ is it important to preserve 

this area?". Park architecture should provide an atmosphere 

which encourages questions. Furthermore, although the 

nature of responses is varied, park architecture can either 

offer the answers or provide access to the means for an 

answer. Thus, park interpreters and exhibits should be 

obvious and accessible to visitors with a minimum of 

disruption to park employees and other visitors. This 

suggests a division between the more public areas and the 

less public administration areas. 
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Researching 

Because parks preserve significant natural, historic 

and cultural sites, they are valuable research sites. For 

instance, areas can be used as a baseline against which to 

measure environmental change in similar areas outside the 

park. Research in a park can involve a wide range of 

activities, from laboratory or field studies in natural 

history to the review of archival park documents and 

records. The park headquarters should provide basic 

facilities which can accommodate a variety of research 

interests and techniques. 

Purchasing 

Though parks are not commercial entities, visitors 

often need some incidental materials to enhance their visit 

or they often want a reminder of their visit to take home. 

Typically, a park's natural history association provides a 

small shop in which visitors can purchase film, post cards, 

books, souvenirs and similar items. 

Presenting 

The primary activity of the park's interpretive staff 

is the presentation of material to the visitor. These 

presentations ~redone in a variety of media (i.e., slide 

shows, videos, films, exhibits, interpretive talks and 

guided hikes) and locations (i.e . , inside and outside, at 
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the park headquarters and in the field). An associated 

activity is the preparation of the presentations. 

Therefore, the design of the park headquarters should 

accommodate a variety of preparation and presentation 

techniques. 

Meeting 

Although many people go to parks seeking a sublime 

personal experience with nature, the park headquarters is 

more a hub for inter-personal contact. In this sense, it 

should respond to a spectrum of meeting requirements ranging 

from the informal one-on-one visitor/visitor or 

visitorjstaff interactions to the more formal gatherings of 

large groups. 

Movement 

To and From the Headquarters 

The park headquarters is both a part of and apart from 

the park as a whole. one of the ways of defining the 

headquarters as a distinctive area is by the definition of 

progression to and from the facility. The design of the 

progression, the approach and the departure, needs to 

acknowledge the variety of purposes and means for going 

there. 
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The purposes for visiting a park headquarters fall into 

three rough categories. First there are the recreational 

visitors who seek information and enjoyable experiences. A 

second group are the non-recreational visitors who come to 

do business with the park staff. Finally, there are the 

staff members themselves who go to the headquarters in order 

to fulfill some aspect of their duties. The design of 

vehicular circulation and placement of entries should 

reflect this variety of purpose. 

People come to the park in a variety of vehicles 

including bicycles, motorcycles, automobiles with and 

without trailers, campers and tour buses. It is incumbent 

that the design of vehicular circulation and parking address 

this variety of vehicular scale. 

Within the Headquarters 

Movement within the headquarters should be unobstructed 

and accessible to a diversity of people--children, elderly, 

handicapped, large groups and individuals. Circulation 

patterns and relationships could be used to define the 

difference between public and private, visitor and staff 

areas. 
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Through the Headquarters 

The park headquarters can be seen as a conduit through 

which people flow to other places. It is the staging point 

for guided and unguided hikes, bike rides and tours. In 

this sense, circulation should accommodate a transition from 

one activity to another. 

Respite 

For Travelers 

Park facilities are often used by travelers as a break 

or a pause in their journey; it is seen as a chance to 

stretch the legs, use the restroom and perhaps spend some 

time with the exhibits or a presentation. Thus, the design 

should facilitate the notion of the park headquarters as a 

way station. 

For Staff 

Aside from providing an area where the staff can take a 

break from their duties, there is also an opportunity to 

provide them with a respite from the park as a whole. 

Though many Park Service employees chose their career in 

order to work in a unique natural setting, this setting can 

become tedious. one employee, when asked why they didn't go 

camping or hiking on weekends, replied, "because it looks 

like my job." The point is that the design of the 
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administrative facilities might best serve their users by 

providing a more human scale and humane treatment, a respite 

from nature. 

Administration 

Duties of Superintendent 

The superintendent is responsible for the overall 

administration of the park. Activities include preparation 

of budgets, personnel, public relations and coordination of 

activities within the park. A secretary/receptionist and an 

administrative officer assist the superintendent. 

Duties of the Interpretive Division 

The interpretive division's primary responsibility is 

to communicate information about the park's resources to the 

public. This is mainly accomplished by the preparation and 

presentation of material in a variety of ways including: 

talks, slide shows, videos, films, brochures, pamphlets, 

books, guided hikes and exhibits at the headquarters, 

roadside and trailside. 

Duties of the Ranger Division 

The ranger division is responsible for visitor 

protection and resource management. Their activities 

include law enforcement, fire suppression, search and 
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rescue, first aid, fee collection and resource evaluation 

and management. 

Duties of the Maintenance Division 

The primary responsibility of the maintenance division 

is the construction and maintenance of park facilities. 

Activities range from janitorial services to building, road 

and trail construction and repair. Since most work is done 

from a separate shop facility, only an office for the 

maintenance chief is required at the park headquarters. 

Janitorial/Maintenance Services 

The park headquarters will require the services of and 

spaces for normal custodial care. 

Shipping and Receiving 

The preparation of large exhibits and the park's 

isolation from material suppliers entail the movement of 

large objects or items in bulk. A space which handles these 

situations is necessary. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

THE DESIGN RESULT 

. ~ 

Selection of the south end of Baker Ridge (Figure 16) 

.was based on three criteria: solar access, visual 

prominence and the opportunity for a sequential revelation 

of the park headquarters during the approach. Since a 

southern orientation offers the optimum solar radiation (at 

northern latitudes)77, sites with unobstructed southern 

exposure were investigated. 

Visual prominence is desirable not only to provide the 

landscape with Appleton's "opportunity for refugen78 but 

also to achieve a presence akin to castle or military 

architecture. First of all, rather than being hidden away 

the park headquarters is placed on a prominence agai nst a 

dramatic backdrop of mountains. Secondly, the park 

headquarters is, like a castle, the point of administration 

and control for an area. Finally, it is a post whose 

panoramic views offer a visual command of the area. 

The southern end of Baker Ridge met the two previous 

criteria and was selected because it offered the opportunity 

for a sequential revelation of the architecture as one 

approaches it. From the highway in the valley, the park 

headquarters appears as an object on a ridge. The approach 

up the park access road, through the entrance and around the 
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ridge provides glimpses of different aspects of the 

building. Upon arrival in the parking lot, the building 

appears at the end of the cut through the ridge. one enters 

the cut and approaches the building through the geology of 

the site. A berm-enclosed plaza provides a relief from the 

canyon-like enclosure of the cut, the transition from earth 

to man-made is completed as one passes through a cut in the 

berm, through a colonnade and into the void of the 

building's entrance . The procession from colonnade to 

building not only acknowledges the building's structural 

system, but it also becomes an echo of the region's mining 

traditions. The headquarter's entry is reminiscent of 

passing through timber structure and machinery to enter the 

mouth of a mine. 

The cut 

The cut through the ridge which connects the parking 

lot and the park headquarters (Figure 17) may seem an 

antithesis to sustainable architecture; however, there is 

justification for it. The making of architecture can be 

viewed as a violent act--a manipulation or molding of nature 

for human purposes. For the most part, we seem unaware of 

the changes we make to the landscape--we barely notice road 

cuts as we travel down the highway, the term weeds becomes a 

catch-all taxonomic category for natural vegetation growing 
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at the wrong place and the wrong time, although we have 

altered water courses in our cities and suburbs, we still 

refer to the concrete channels as creeks or rivers. 

In contrast, the cut through the ridge is an 

acknowledgement of the violence inherent to humans and their 

architecture. Rather than creating the typical cut-and-fill 

hillside road or trail, the cut through the ridge is an 

attempt to engage people with the landscape, to use the 

violence to focus their attention on the landscape. Here 

the earth is laid open for inspection, dissected for study, 

the earth and sky brought into dramatic contrast. From this 

violence, from this focus an awareness of the landscape will 

hopefully evolve. With awareness comes appreciation and the 

connection of between Man and Nature--the type of connection 

which is at the heart of sustainability. 

Parti/Concept 

Two motives provide the conceptual basis for the 

architecture. The first motive is a response to solar 

access and the second is a desire to create ordered spaces 

whose rhythms, scales, proportions, etc., provide a respite 

from and gauge with which to measure the surrounding organic 

(Figures 18-24) . 
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The radial character of the plan is not a response to 

some point on the interior of the radius but rather a 

response to the arc of the winter sun. While a 

perpendicular (or normal) aspect angle is most efficient for 

collecting solar radiation, a deviation of ± 25 degrees 

still provides 90% efficiency for collecting solar 

radiation.79 The· radial scheme also allows a panoramic 

connection between the building and the landscape, between 

the park headquarters and the basin to the east and the 

mountains to the west. 

The plan is also based upon a bipartite separation of 

public and private spaces. One separation is of the more 

public visitor center and the more private administrative 

areas. The second separation is the transition from the 

more public primary circulation through the secondary 

circulation into the more specialized areas. 

Spatial Analysis 

[Everything] must go somewhere, hence, 
interventions in nature •.. almost always 
injure the environment.so 

--Lester Milbrath 

Visitor Center 

Upon entry, one is inside a large space for 

circulation, temporary exhibits and observation. Service 
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areas, such as, an information desk, sales area, restrooms 

and seminar room, are located on the north side of the 

space. The floor to ceiling, south glazing provides light, 

solar gain and an interiorjexterior connection to the vistas 

beyond. Incoming radiation is filtered by the mashrabiya

like solar collectors which screen the south glazing. The 

structural system of quadruple columns and their beams 

provide an overlying rhythm and order to the space. 

Intercolumnar spaces are open to the floor and skylight 

above, providing both a vertical connection of space and 

another source of natural light. 

The auditorium and museum are set off as elements for 

three reasons. First of all, they house dissimilar 

activities with special spatial requirements. Secondly, 

separation of the two elements allows the creation of third 

space (the outdoor exhibit area) between them. Finally, 

their separation from one another and the rest of the 

complex allows the development of layers and transitions 

between the spaces. 

The auditorium is a large fixed-seat meeting space for 

about two hundred people. The primary activity is the 

presentation of a short audio/visual introduction to the 

park. A projection room in the back houses necessary 

equipment and its placement provides small foyer. The 

sloped aisles are flanked by the seats on one side and a 
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series of light columns against a plastered wall on the 

other. The roof and ceiling of the auditorium steps down 

with the slope of the ridge and the rake of the seating. 

Windows in the roof steps and behind the stage provide a 

view to the landscape. 

In the case of the museum, a flexible interior space 

with large floor and wall area for the display of exhibits 

has been developed. Again, ambient light from a series of 

light columns washes the plastered walls and the south 

glazing provides an interior/exterior connection. In this 

way, a relationship between the displays inside and the 

landscape outside is developed. 

The terraced outdoor area between the auditorium and 

the museum allows the display and observation of park 

elements in a more natural setting. The terraces 

acknowledge the topography of Baker Ridge's slope. Nature 

is invited in to the man-made realm; the architecture spills 

into nature. The three-sided enclosure not only defines a 

space but also offers some protection from the climate. The 

walls and terrace floor reflect and funnel light to the 

south glazing and collectors. The ramps which descend the 

terraces give way to a trail at the bottom which connects 

the park headquarters to the campgrounds beyond. 
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Administrative Complex 

This area for administration activities is more private 

than the visitor center in that it allows park employees to 

perform their duties without the interruption of visitors. 

General requirements are similar to those found in the 

offices of other government agencies or corporate office 

facilities. One ascends to the second level by either the 

stairs or the elevator. At the top, one is presented with a 

conceptual village, whose opaque blocks are separated by 

naturally lit alleys. A rhythm of wall/opening plays with 

and against the columns and overlying timber beams. The 

order and inward focus provide park employees with a respite 

from the exterior landscape. 

At the head of the stairs, near the elevator is an 

office for a secretary/receptionist. Across from this space 

are a waiting area and the superintendent's office. Along 

the corridor, the next set of spaces are offices for an 

administrative officer and the division chiefs, followed by 

a laboratory on the north and conference room (from which 

doors lead out to a terrace on the roof of the museum) on 

the south. Next comes a library on the south side of the 

corridor and a break area and restrooms on the north. 

Offices for permanent rangers and naturalists continue the 

south of the corridor and the audio/visual laboratory and 

the radio/emergency services room are on the north. The 

corridor ends in an open workspace for temporary employees, 
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this termination is emphasized by a plastered wall washed 

with natural light. 

Materials 

Materials are used to provide a tie to the site and are 

chosen to reflect an awareness of their environmental cost. 

The soft character of the timber structure and rounded wood 

ceiling evokes the animacy of the mountain forests and echo 

the historic mining structures found throughout the region. 

This is contrasted by the use of plaster walls and masonry 

flooring, whose hard quality echos the area's mountains and 

caverns, the austerity and brutality of the site. overall, 

a hand-made, intimate, local quality is sought in the 

treatment of architectural elements. 

Energetic system 

The cold climate is dealt with by a combined active and 

passive solar energy system (Figure 25). The active system 

is a derivation of the Middle Eastern mashrabiya screen in 

which the traditional wooden balusters are replaced with 

evacuated solar collection tubes. Not only does this screen 

reduce glare and maintain privacy, but it also transfers 

absorbed energy to a fluid, which is then passed into the 

rock/water storage. The passive system results from energy 

which passes through the active collectors and south glazing 
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and is collected and stored in the interior radiant slab and 

other interior masonry. Energy from the rockj water storage 

is transmitted to the spaces via a radiant slab. An 

analysis of the performance of this system is provided in 

Appendix B. 

The use of natural light is a second component of the 

energetic system . The sources of natural light include the 

major southern solar windows and the integration skylights 

with the structural columns to provide light wells. In 

addition to the pragmatic value of natural light, the 

skylights and columns of light enrich the spaces by 

reinforcing the rhythms and order of the plan and spaces. 
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DESIGN PORTFOLIO 
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Figure 16: Site Location Map. 
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Figure 17: Site Plan. 
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Figure 18: Lower Level Floor Plan. 
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Figure 19: Upper Level Floor Plan. 
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Figure 20: Section and East Elevation. 
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Figure 21: Section and West Elevation. 
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Figure 22: North and South Elevati ons. 
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Figure 23: South Wall and Interior perspectives. 
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Figure 24: Section through Light Well and Axonometric 
Detail of North Wall. 
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Figure 25: Axonometric Detail of South Wall and Diagrams 
of Energy System. 
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APPENDIX A 

CASE STUDIES 

RIO GRANDE NATURE CENTER, NEW MEXICO by Antoine Predock81 

-170 acre site on migratory bird flyway. Established as a 
natural preserve with share-cropped fields; a 
percentage of the yield is left for the wildlife. 

-setting includes flowing water, estuary, riparian woodland, 
diversion canals and mountains in the distance. 

-The building is in part about movement: 
-movement across land, 
-movement from land to water, 
-movement of and upon water. 

-Processional entrance 
-a tunnel of trees leads to a large culvert, 
-echoes of children clicking sticking sticks on 

the culvert walls, 
-reflection of an "Army corps of Engineers" 

esthetic. 

-Berms and proximity to water provide a tempering of 
environment. 

-Fenestration is oriented to frame specific views and is at 
child's height. 

-Water columns provide underwater esthetic and (in 
conjunction with skylights) passive solar epergy 
system. 

-Building as a whole celebrates the site's history and the 
connection of Man to Nature. 
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Figure 26: 
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(b) (c) 

Rio Grande Nature Center 
(a) View of river facade;82 
(b) Plan; 83 
(c) Orientation of building to views.84 
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RESIDENCE IN SUN VALLEY, IDAHO by Arne Bystrom85,86 

-Located in residential development on southeast side of 
Trail Creek Valley. Site ·dominated by hills, 
mountains and vistas. 

-Building explores the "marriage" of craftsmanship and 
technology; the "aggressive" tension between the 
building and the site. 

-Bent roof form reminiscent of surrounding terrain. 

-Plan is a sawtooth configuration of "suites" (bedroom/ 
dressing/bath) opening to a "solar gallery". 

-Expanse of southwest glazing is a high-tech response to 
view and energy 

-dual pane "heat mirror", argon-filled system, 
-computer controlled slat blinds, 
-computer controlled awning windows at head. 

-Collector array on southwest 
-provides shade and reduces glare, 
-transfers solar energy for space heating and hot 

water. 

-Other energy elements include: 
-destratification tubes for vertical air 

circulation, 
-double "cold" roof construction, 
-rock bed heat storage, 
-operable windows as interior and exterior 

elements for cross ventilation. 

-Architectural expression inspired by a variety of sources 
including: 

-Scandanavian architecture, 
-Greene & Greene, 
-F.L. Wright, 
-carlo Scarpa. 

-craftsmanship, evident in the detail of design and 
construction, permeates the design from a macro- to 
micro-scale. 

-As one moves through the spaces from entry to bedroom the 
scale decreases and detail increases. 
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(a) 
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(b) 

Figure 27: Sun Valley Residence 
(a) View of south facade;87 
(b) Plans. 88 
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NATURAL ENERGY AND VERNACULAR ARCHITECTURE by Hassan Fathy 

-Screening devices 

The venetian blind is adjustable, but optimum solar 

reflectance produces the worst air flow, likewise, optimum 

air flow produces worst solar reflectance. A properly 

designed bris-soleil can reduce solar heat gain by one

third, but views are " ••• slashed by large dark stripes 

interspersed by offensive glare.n89 Fathy offers as an 

alternative a Middle Eastern device, the mashrabiya. This 

wooden screen controls light, controls air flow, reduces the 

temperature of the air current, increases air humidity and 

preserves interior privacy. 

-Ventilation 

Air circulation achieved by utilizing differential 

pressures and prevailing breezes . A claustrum is a lattice 

work in a larger scale than the mashrabiya; it is used as a 

hot air exhaust for the top of a space and an air inlet when 

placed lower in a space. Prevailing breezes are captured by 

a malqaf-- a towering wind catch. Air captured by the 

malqaf usually has less sand and dust, the dirt which is 

present is deposited at ·the base of the shaft. Wet matting 

can be incorporated to increase evaporative cooling. 

Residences are designed in a courtyard fashion with a 

"soft", planted court linked to a "hard", paved court. Not 
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only is convective air flow produced, but the soft court 

provides a reservoir of coolness and its vegetation filters 

dust . Waterwalls (=salsabil) and fountains are often used 

to increase humidity. 
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(a) (b) 

" 

---
(c) (d) 

Figure 28: Examples from Natural Energy and Vernacular 
Architecture. 

(a) View through a mashrabiya
1
.9o 

(b) Malqaf designed by Fathy9 
(c) Alternative malqaf designs192 
(d) Detail of malqaf baffles.9J 
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APPENDIX B 

ANALYSIS OF ENERGY SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

GIVEN: A Park Headquarters for Great Basin National Park 
at 40° North Latitude with: 

Building Area= ••••••••• 19,860 ft2, 
Building Volume= •••••• 413,280 ft3, 
Wall Area= • •••••••••••• 18,032 ft2, 
Roof Area= • .••••••••••• 19,860 ft2, 
Glass Area= ••••••••••••• 2,328 ft2, 
Ventilation Volume= ••• 241,944 ft3. 

ANALYZE: The performance of the park headquarter's climate 
responsive design with regards to: 

1) Heat loss, 
2) Active solar gain, 
3) Passive solar gain. 

PROCESS: 

Step 1: Calculation of u-values. 

A) Uwall = Heat transfer coefficient of the wall 

= 1/Rwall 

Rwall = SUM ( Rcoaponents) 

= ( Rstucco on lath)+ ( Rsheathinq) 
+ ( Rinsulation) + ( Rsheathing J + ( Rconcrete) 
+ ( Rplaster on lath ) 

= (0.05)+(4.00)+(19.00)+(4.00)+(1.72) 
+(0.50) 

Rwall = 29.72 

Uwall = 1/29.72 = 0 . 034 BTU/hr-ft1. 

B) Uroof = Heat transfer coefficient of the roof 

= 1/Rroof 

Rroof = SUM ( Rco1ponents) 

= ( Rbuilt-up roof)+ ( Rair space) 
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+ ( Rrigid insulation) + ( Rwood ceiling) 

= (0.33)+(1.05)+(30.00)+(9.09) 

Rroof = 4 0 • 4 7 

Uroof = 1/40.47 = 0.025 BTU/hr-ft2. 

Step 2: Calculation of Heat Loss. 

A) UAe~ = Heat loss through the building envelope 

= UAwau+UAroof+ ( 0 • 5) UAglass-day 
+ ( 0 • 5 ) UAglass-night 

= (0.034)(18,032)+(0.025)(19,860) 
+(0.5)(0.39)(2,328)+(0.5)(0.17)(2,328) 

UAenv = 1. 761.43 BTU/hr 

B) UAven = Heat Loss through building ventilation 

= (1/2day)(Volume Air changejhr)(0.018) 

= (1/2)(241,944)(0.018) 

UAven = 2. 177. 5 BTU/hr 

C) Heat Loss = [ (UAenv + UAven> ( 24hr.)] / Bldg. Area 

= [(1,761.43 + 2,177.50)(24)]/19,860 

Heat Loss = 4.76 BTU/DegreeDay-ftZ 

Step 3: Calculation of Monthly and Annual Heat Loss 

A) Heat Loss1onth = (Heat Loss) ( D-day ;month) (Bldg 
Area) 

= (See Figure 31) 

Example: 

Heat LOSSj~e = (4.76)(196)(19860) 

= 18,528,586 BTU/month 
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= -19 mBTU/month 

B) Heat Lossyear = SUM (Heat Loss11onth) 

= 730 mBTQ or 73.0 10mBTU 

Step 4: Calculation of Monthly and Annual Heat Gain 
from the active system 

A)Active Gain1onth = (Collector Area) (Efficiency) 
(Solar Insolation)(# days) 
(Clear Sky Coefficient) 

= (See Figure 31) 

Example: 

Active Gainjune = ( 679) (50%) ( 2648) ( 30) ( 80%) 

= 21,575,904 BTU/month 

= -22 mBTU/month 

B) Active Gain year = SUM (Active Gain1onth) 

= 200 mBTV or 20.0 10mBTU 

. Step 5: Calculation of Monthly and Annual Heat Gain 
from the passive system 

A)Passive Gain~nth = 

Example: 

(Passive Area)(Absorption) 
(Solar Insolation)(# days) 
(Clear Sky Coefficient) 
(Shade Coefficient) 

= (See Figure 31) 

Passive Gainj~e = (1746)(94%)(640)(30) 
(80%)(85%) 

= 21,428,029 BTU/month 

= -21 mBTQ/month 

(However, since the passive heat gain for 
June is greater than the heat loss for 
June (P Gainj~e = -21 mBTU >-19 mBTU 
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= H Lossj~e), passive gain is assumed 
to equal the heat loss.} 

Passive Gainj~e = -19 mBTU = Heat Lossj~e 

B)Passive Gainyear = SUM(Passive Gain11onth) 

= 390 mBTU or 39.0 lOmBTU 
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Figure 30: Comparison of Building Heat Sources 
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Figure 31: Worksheet (or Energy System Performance. 



Park Headquarters 
Great Basin NP 

Heat Loss= 
4.76 BTU/DD-sqft 

Bldg. Area= 
. 19860 sq ft 

Active Area= .. 
679 sq ft •.· 

Collect Eff= 
0.5 

Pac::si ve Area= 
:·~· . . 

1746 sq ft 
Absorb Coeff= 

0.94 
Shade Coeff= 

0.85 
May Jun Jul Aug Sep 

Sc.Jlar Access 
# of days 31 30 31 31 30 

% clear 1z-x· 80~1; 80~~ 81~~ 8~b 

Heat Loss 
Heat deg/day 462 . 196 10 64 261 

rriBTU loss 44 19 1 6 25 

Active System 
Sola1· Insolation 

BTU/sqft 2552 2648 2534 2354 2228 
&1ergy Collected 

mBTU/sqft 19 . 22 21 20 19 

Passive 
Solar Insolation 

BTU/sqft 724 640 702 978 1416 
&1ergy Collected 
mBTU (possible) 23 ' 21 24 34 49 

mBTU (actual) 23 ' 19 1 6 25 

% He.at from 
Collector 44.28% 116.45%2256.90% 331.69% 75.42% % Heat from 
Passive 51.62% 100 .00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
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~t Nov Dec . ~I an Feb 

31 30 31 31 28 
75% 6~~ 65% 67~~ 67~~ 

589 933 1209 1259 1014 
56 88 114 119 96 

2098 1908 1796 1944 2202 

17 13 12 14 14 

1654 1686 1646 1726 1730 

54 47 46 50 45 
54 47 46 50 45 

29.74% 14.54% 10.75% 11.52% 14. 63~~ 

96.35% 52.80% 40.48% 42 . 02% 47.23% 

Mar Apr 

31 30 
70% 69% 

980 723 
93 68 

2330 2412 

17 17 

1484 1022 

45 30 
45 30 

18.53% 24.80% 

48 .49% 43.18% 

Annual 
7$· heat loss 

'.5~ heat gain 
13 .· Auxiliary 

·20 Active 
39.-Passive 

. ~ : ~ i 
18. 48~.Auxili.;ay 
28 ~ 09'fActi ve 
53-~ 43~Passive 

365 ~ 
73'!~ . ' 

. 77-Qo: (D:lgDay) 
73 (lOmBTU) 

·.2701' (BTU sqft) 
. -. -~~·: . : ... 

2b1 (10mBTU) 

.106~\ (BTU sqft) 

At1 (10mBTU) 3a (lOmBTU) 

.. · 

(lOmBTU) 
(lOmBTU) 
(10mBTU) 
(lOmBTU) 
(lOmBTU) 

Sol.:rr Access 
# of days 
% clear 

Heat loss 
# D:!g-days 
Heat lost 

Active .System 
Solar Insolation 

Energy Collected 

Passive System 
Insolation 
Collected 

possible 
actual 

28 . 09% Heat from Collector ... .. ;· 

53~ 43% Heat from Passive 
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